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Prusiner-Abramsky research Awards

Prof. alexander lossos 
department of neurology
hebrew University-hadassah medical school 
diagnosis and treatment of adult Polyglucosan body disease

dr. hanna rosenmann 
department of neurology
hebrew University-hadassah medical school
alzheimer’s disease and tauopathies - improved animal models,
Pathogenesis and therapeutic approaches

dr. sara eyal 
institute for drug research
school of Pharmacy
imaging Cns function in health and disease

dr. adi inbal
department of medical neurobiology
institute for medical research – israel-Canada
hebrew University-hadassah medical school
molecular mechanisms of forebrain and eye development

Previous winners 2013
dr. ehUd Cohen
department of biochemistry and molecular biology
institute for medical research israel-Canada
hebrew University-hadassah medical school 
dissecting the mechanistic roles of aging
in the emergence of neurodegenerative disorders

dr. yoram ben-shaUl 
department of medical neurobiology
institute for medical research – israel-Canada
hebrew University-hadassah medical school
neuronal Circuits Underlying social behavior

dr. david arKadir 
department of neurology
hebrew University-hadassah medical school
dyt1 dystonia links Corticostriatal synaptic Plasticity and learning
behavior in humans

dr. marC GotKine
department of neurology
hebrew University-hadassah medical school
identification of serological, Cytological and Genetic factors
associated with the development and Progression of als in israel

Previous winners 2015

Prof. albert taraboUlos 
department of microbiology and molecular Genetics
institute for medical research – israel-Canada
hebrew University-hadassah medical school 
Prion neurotoxicity: from Protein misfolding to lipid disease

Prof. haGai berGman 
department of medical neurobiology
institute for medical research – israel-Canada
hebrew University-hadassah medical school
Computational Physiology and Pathophysiology of the basal Ganglia
and their disorder – from Understanding to Closed loop deep
brain stimulation treatments

dr. dana eKstein 
department of neurology
hebrew University-hadassah medical school
development of tools for Patient-specific individualized diagnosis
and treatment of epilepsy

dr. adi vaKnin-dembinsK
department of neurology
hebrew University-hadassah medical school
Personalized medicine in multiple sclerosis and neuromyelitis
optica: Predicting disease outcome and treatment responsiveness

Previous winners 2014
dr. ronit sharon 
institute for medical research israel-Canada
hebrew University-hadassah medical school 

Prof. ronen leCKer 
department of neurology
hebrew University-hadassah medical school

dr. alexander m. binshtoK 
institute for medical research israel-Canada
hebrew University-hadassah medical school

Prof. haim ovadia
department of neurology
hebrew University-hadassah medical school

Previous winners 2012
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Prof. stanley b. Prusiner, m.d.
stanley b. Prusiner, m.d., is director of the institute for 
neurodegenerative diseases and Professor of neurology at the 
university of california, san Francisco (ucsF), where he has worked 
since 1972. born in des moines, iowa, in 1942, he spent his childhood 
there and in cincinnati, Ohio. he received his undergraduate degree 
and medical training at the university of Pennsylvania and his 
postgraduate clinical training at ucsF. From 1969-72, he served in the 
u.s. Public health service at the national institutes of health. he is 
the author of over 500 research articles and the book madness and 
memory. 

Prof. Prusiner is a member of the u.s. national Academy of sciences, 
the institute of medicine, the American Academy of Arts and sciences, 
the American Philosophical society, and a foreign member of the 
royal society of London. he is the recipient of numerous prizes, 
including the Potamkin Prize for Alzheimer’s disease research of the 
American Academy of neurology (1991); the richard Lounsbery Award 
for extraordinary scientific research in biology and medicine from 
the national Academy of sciences (1993); the Gairdner Foundation 
international Award (1993); the Albert Lasker Award for basic medical 
research (1994); the Paul ehrlich Prize from the Federal republic of 
Germany (1995); the wolf Prize in medicine from the state of israel 
(1996); the keio international Award for medical science (1996); the 
Louisa Gross horwitz Prize from columbia university (1997); the nobel 
Prize in Physiology or medicine (1997); and the u.s. national medal of 
science (2009).

Prof. Prusiner’s groundbreaking research on prion diseases, 
beginning in the late 1970s, led him to propose an explanation 
for the cause of bovine spongiform encephalopathy (“mad cow” 
disease) and its human equivalent, creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, for 
which he was awarded the nobel Prize. in this work, he coined the 
term prion (derived from “proteinaceous” and “infectious”) to refer 
to a previously undescribed form of infection caused by the self-
propagation of alternatively folded proteins.

his research has elucidated a fundamental understanding of the 
proteins underlying such illnesses as Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s 
disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALs) and PrP prion diseases. 
These advances in understanding the molecular, genetic and cellular 
basis of neurodegenerative diseases have fueled progress toward the 
development of targeted drug therapies.
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Prof. Oded Abramsky, m.d., Ph.d.
Oded Abramsky was born in Jerusalem and received his m.d. and Ph.d. degrees from The hebrew 
university of Jerusalem. he completed his residency in neurology at hadassah university hospital, 
where he was later appointed head of the neuroimmunology unit (1982) and chairman of the 
neurology department (1988-2005). he was appointed Professor of neurology at the hebrew 
university-hadassah medical school in 1982, holding the israel s. wechsler chair in neurology. he 
served as dean of the Faculty of medicine of the hebrew university (1992-96) and subsequently was 
appointed chairman of the Agnes Ginges center for human neurogenetics at hadassah university 
medical center.

Prof. Abramsky has been actively involved in many aspects of medical research and holds prominent 
positions in numerous professional organizations concerned with both clinical practice and medical 
research. he was chief scientist of the israel ministry of health (1987-1992), chairman of the national 
medical research Organization, and served as chairman of the israel national council for research 
and development. he is an honorary President of the israel society of neuroimmunology; honorary 
member of the American neurological Association; member of the institute of medicine, national 
Academy of sciences (usA); Fellow by distinction of the royal college of Physicians (FrcP); and 
member of the israel Academy of sciences and humanities, among many other affiliations. in 2008, 
the Oded Abramsky chair in neuroimmunology was established in his honor by biogen usA at the 
hadassah university medical center.

Prof. Abramsky’s clinical and scientific research focuses on autoimmune neurological diseases. 
he was a pioneer in the field of neuroimmunology and demonstrated immune pathogenesis  in 
various neurological diseases of the central and peripheral nervous systems and muscle. indeed, he 
proved that myasthenia gravis (mG) is an autoimmune disease, and showed the beneficial effect of 
corticosteroids and chemotherapy on induced experimental mG. his research served as a guideline to 
successful immunotherapy of mG and many other autoimmune diseases.

A
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dr. netta levin

department of neurology
hebrew university-hadassah medical school

cortical and white matter mapping in understanding Visual system 
Pathologies

dr. shahar arzy 

department of neurology
hebrew university-hadassah medical school

The human self in space, Time, and Person: Physiology and Pathology

dr. avi Priel

institute for drug research
school of Pharmacy
Faculty of medicine

inflammatory Pain: elucidating the cellular and molecular basis

dr.  yUval tabaCh

department of developmental biology and cancer research
institute for medical research israel-canada
hebrew university-hadassah medical school

combined computational and experimental methods suggest a 
unified Theory to explain 40 neurodegenerative disorders

the prestigious Prusiner-abramsky research awards 
in Clinical and basic neuroscience by the orion 
foundation honor Professors stanley Prusiner and 
Oded Abramsky. Prof. Prusiner of the university 
of california at san Francisco is a nobel Prize 
Laureate in medicine (1997) and an honorary 
doctor of the hebrew university of Jerusalem. 

Prof. Abramsky is the former chairman of the 
neurology department and a former dean of the 
Faculty of medicine at hebrew university. 

The awards are intended for outstanding 
researchers from all fields of basic clinical 
neurosciences at the hebrew university and the 
hadassah university medical center. 
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while the activation of nociceptors, a subclass 
of sensory neurons, triggers acute protective 
processes that lead to withdrawal from danger, 
removal of irritants, or resolution of infection, its 
dysregulation can lead to chronic pain, pruritus 
and cough. The lack of efficient treatments, 
partly due to our poor understanding of 
nociception regulation, makes these conditions 
a major cause of suffering. Our laboratory is 
focusing on a family of receptors that specifically 
expressed on nociceptors, and are pivotal 
in detection of noxious stimuli. These pain 
receptors are members of the transient receptor 
potential (TrP) ion channels with the unique 
ability to respond to a large array of chemical and 
physical noxious stimuli. we are focusing on their 
activation mechanism by exogenous activators 
such as natural animal and plants toxins that 
specifically evolve to evoke painful sensation. 
we also investigate how inflammation evokes 

inflammatory Pain: 
elucidating the 
cellular and  
molecular basis

dr. Avi Priel earned his Phd at the hebrew university 
in 2007. After his postdoctoral training at the 
university of california at san Francisco, and a damon 
runyon cancer research Foundation Fellowship, 
he joined the faculty of the school of Pharmacy 
in 2011 as a senior Lecturer. he has had a long-
standing interest in the molecular and biophysical 
mechanisms of fast neuronal communication, i.e., 
ligand-gated ion channels. he studies the cellular 
and molecular mechanism of somatosensation and 
pain, investigating the determinants underlying pain 
receptors function. his ultimate goal is to delineate 
the initiating steps of the pain response, in order 
to facilitate the development of novel and highly 
specific analgesics.

dr. yuval tabach
department of developmental biology and cancer research
institute for medical research israel-canada
hebrew university-hadassah medical school

dr. yuval Tabach joined the hebrew university Faculty of medicine, as senior lecturer in 2014, after five years at the harvard medical school 
and massachusetts General hospital. dr. Tabach uses data analysis, systems biology and comparative genomics to understand rnA toxicity in 
neurodegenerative disorders. he seeks to generate diagnostic tools in cancer, reveal cancer protecting mechanisms and identify novel disease 
genes. dr. Tabach has published 15 papers in high impact journals including nature, cell, cancer cell, molecular cell, molecular systems biology, 
nature structural and molecular biology, and has been awarded numerous international and national prizes.

combined computational and experimental methods 
suggest a unified Theory to explain 40 neurodegenerative 
disorders

There are more than 40 neurodegenerative 
disorders that are result from abnormal 
expansion of tandem repeats across multiple 
generations (e.g. myotonic dystrophy, 
spinocerebellar ataxia, FXTAs and GGGGcc 
expansion in some ALs patients). recent 
results demonstrate that transcribed 
expanded repeats accumulate in the nuclei 
as rnA foci and over time become toxic 
to the cell. why and by what mechanism 
rnA toxicity occurs and how it is associated 
with each of the repeat diseases are 
fundamental questions whose answers could 
revolutionize our understanding of dozens of 
neurodegenerative repeat disorders. 

during our interdisciplinary work we 
studies multiple neurodegenerative repeat 
diseases and found a single mechanism 
that might resolve the enigma behind 
many of these diseases. studying multiple 
fundamental biological pathways we found 
that the rnAi machinery might explain rnA 
toxicity and many of the phenotypes in 
neurodegenerative repeat diseases. This is 
supported with large number of unpublished 
results from c. elegans studies but most 
importantly, similar results were obtained by 
analyzing patient data from dm1, Fragile – X 
and ALs patients. This model, which we are 
continually validating and exploring, might 
revolutionize our understanding of repeat 
diseases, offers a novel way to classify these 
diseases and establish treatment strategy of 
multiple neurodegenerative disorders. 

prolonged pain sensation through activation of 
these pain receptors. we hypothesize that weak 
activation of these pain receptors by intracellular 
ligands synthesized downstream of G protein-
coupled receptors (GPcrs) is responsible for 
the prolonged neuronal activation during 
inflammation. Lastly, we are analyzing the 
hypothesis that the pain system TrP channels 
are ionotropic receptors of cannabinoids. we 
hypothesize that cannabinoids evoke a unique 
pattern of pain receptors activation that results 
in neuronal silencing. we use a variety of 
multidisciplinary techniques, including molecular 
biology, electrophysiology, live-cell calcium 
imaging, and biochemical and pharmacological 
analysis. Our long-term goal is to understand the 
molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying 
pain sensation and facilitate the development 
of rationally designed analgesics, a vital medical 
need.

dr. avi Priel
institute for drug research
school of Pharmacy
Faculty of medicine
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particularly tailored to improve clinical 
management and scientific understanding of 
neuropsychiatric disorders. in a recent paper 
(Peer et al., PnAs, 2015) we identified a new brain 
system of mental orientation which manages 
the relation between the behaving self and its 
surrounding. we now demonstrate how this 
system is impaired in Alzheimer’s disease. in 
another recent work (saadon-Grosman et al., 
PnAs, 2015) we discovered a new principle of 
cortical organization, called brain gradients, that 
we now investigate in autobiographical memory 
and its disturbances. 

we develop algorithms for enabling ongoing 
diagnosis of neuropsychiatric disorders as 
reflected in brain networks’ dynamic activity. 
computational tools help us expose hidden 
information – patients teach us about brain 
functions and brain studies help us to better 
understand patients and develop useful tools 
that are already applied in clinical practice. 
research in the lab also extends to other 
disciplines including computation, network 
research machine-learning and even philosophy, 
as expressed in a large range of publications. 

The human self in space, Time, 
and Person: Physiology and 
Pathology

cortical and white matter 
mapping in understanding  
Visual system Pathologies

dr. shahar Arzy studied medicine and cognitive 
neuroscience at the hebrew university, and 
completed his Ph.d. in neuroscience at the swiss 
institute of Technology and the university of Geneva. 
specializing in the intersection between neurology, 
psychiatry and technology, he is a senior neurologist 
in the neuropsychiatry clinic and epilepsy center at 
the department of neurology at hadassah, heading 
the computational neuropsychiatry Lab. his main 
interest is the human self and the way in which 
the self manages its life story (time, emotions) and 
surroundings (people, space) in physiological and 
pathological states. he is involved in developing 
new tools for evaluation and management 
of neuropsychiatric patients, and strives to 
translate clinical neuropsychiatric concepts into a 
neuroscientific model of a “neurology of self”.
his recent book (with moshe idel) kabbalah A 
neurocognitive Approach to mystical experiences, 
was published last year by yale university Press.

dr. shahar arzy
department of neurology
hebrew university-hadassah medical school

dr. netta levin
department of neurology
hebrew university-hadassah medical school

A

dr. Arzy and his team at the computational 
neuropsychiatry Lab aim to bridge the gap 
between clinical practice and research, neurology, 
psychiatry, physics and psychology in order to re-
formulate our understanding of the human self 
and its pathologies. we work with neurological 
and psychiatric patients in the department 
of neurology, neuropsychiatry clinic, invasive 
neurophysiological unit and in the operating 
room. we use state of the art computational 
methods applied directly on clinical data, 

dr. Levin studies changes in the functional organization of the 
human cortex following peripheral or central damage, especially 
to the visual system. This has been made possible with the 
maturation of noninvasive imaging techniques such as functional 
mri and diffusion tensor imaging (dTi).  A longitudinal study 
was conducted of patients following an optic neuritis attack. 
dr. Levin demonstrated a persistent motion perception deficit 
in these patients. electrophysiological results suggested that 
demyelination was probably the cause for these temporal deficits 
in perception. in addition, she and her group suggested a novel 
cortical mechanism to overcome monocular demyelination in 
this patient’s population. And finally, by using dTi, the effect of 
this focal demyelinative damage on neighboring white matter 

integrity was assessed. we hope that these findings will help 
design rehabilitation strategies to aid the recovery of function 
following damage to the visual system.

dr. Levin’s research in the field resulted in a computer-based 
assessment for dynamic visual functions which was purchased 
by biogen for their new therapeutic trial, and her winning the 
national ms society research Grant Award. she is honored to be 
part of the h2020 consortium “Training the next Generation of 
european Visual neuroscientists “.  

dr. Levin is a senior physician in the department of neurology, heading the 
clinical service and the research lab of the fmri unit. dr. Levin received her 
m.d. in 1996, and Ph.d. (in neuroscience) in 2007, from the hebrew university. 
her doctorate dealt with brain reorganization following damage to the visual 
system. during her post-doctorate fellowship at stanford university, she 
specialized in novel functional imaging methods. dr. Levin is a member of 
numerous national and international medical associations, has published 
many articles, and won prestigious awards and research grants. she was 
recognized for excellence in research at hadassah in 2012. 

reseArcher


